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when I read your docs
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Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Introducing the topic
 The social enterprise


Engaging customers and readers



Documentation as living, interactive hub

 Engaging your readers


Social media



Documentation as an emotional experience
Huh?

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Introducing the topic
We know that companies are becoming more social.
•Engaged customers buy more, are more satisfied with the product, and are more likely to help each other.
•Similarly, engaged readers read more, are more satisfied with the documentation, and will use the
documentation as a tool to help each other.
Documentation is the face of the company.
People come to the documentation looking for answers.
How can you make your documentation a living, interactive hub where people can come to find answers, talk
to you, swap techniques and help each other?
I’m going to:
•tell you about engaging your readers in the documentation
•show you some of the tools you can use to do that.
We’re also going to get a bit emotional about documentation…
Background information - Why engage people at all?
1) Research shows that engaged customers
•buy more
•are more satisfied with the product
•help each other.
2) We can get valuable insight into our own product
•See how people actually use the product.
•Get actionable feedback directly from customers. This is very valuable.
•Watch people talk about us and about the product.
3) We can influence what people say and think about our product

•Solve hard problems for people immediately, so that their talk is mostly positive
•Be real – tell people what’s happening inside the organisation, let them see us as people, and manage their
expectations
4) Reduce our own support and maintenance costs
•People will help each other – that’s social, man.
5) Social is happening anyway
•People are “going social” anyway.
•We may as well benefit from it rather than suffer from it.
6) It’s fun
•The organisation’s employees enjoy chatting to customers. Jokes and appreciation reach all members of the
organisation, not just those in the outward-focused roles.
•Customers enjoy the contact with employees.
Why engage people in the documentation?
1) From the technical writers’ point of view:
•Our product is the documentation.
•It’s a good way of helping people, and of helping them to help each other
•It’s fun and rewarding for the technical writer and for the readers
2) From the organisation’s point of view:
•Engaging people in the documentation is one way of engaging them in the products.
•Documentation is the face of the company. It’s often the first point of entry into the online presence.
3) Documentation as a good point of contact:
•People read the documentation on an ongoing basis – perhaps more so than the web site.
•They get to the documentation via help links in the products, via Google and other searches and by going
straight to the documentation looking for answers.
If people are coming to your documentation, wouldn’t it be great to make use of that fact?
Talk to them while they’re there.
Let them talk to each other.
A wiki offers a unique opportunity to do just that.
That’s what we’re going to look at in the rest of this talk.
REFERENCES:
•“Social Business (also known as Enterprise 2.0)” by Peg Mulligan: http://pegmulligan.com/2010/02/09/socialbusiness-also-known-as-enterprise-2-0/
•“How to nurture an online community” by Rusty Williams on iMedia Connection:
http://www.imediaconnection.com/content/17758.imc
•“How Intuit Makes a Social Network Pay” by Reena Jana on BusinessWeek:
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/09_28/b4139066365300.htm
•My blog post about Matthew’s talk at AODC 2009: http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2009/05/20/aodc-day-1feedback-and-collaboration-in-help/
•Matthew Ellison Consulting: http://www.ellisonconsulting.com/
•Blog by Gordon McLean about the ISTC’s special supplement on social media:
http://www.onemanwrites.co.uk/2010/03/21/role-of-social-media/
•Blog by David Farbey about the ISTC’s special supplement on social media :
http://www.farbey.co.uk/index.php/2010/03/social-media-in-technical-communication/
•Confluence evaluators’ resources on documentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/CONFDEVAL/Documentation
•My blog post on ffeathers about doing technical documentation on a wiki:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2009/11/21/article-about-confluence-wiki-for-technical-documentation/
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"Documentation as an emotional experience”
Weird?

But wait...

This @$$#*! documentation SUCKS!

OK. Let’s go for laughter,
pleasure, satisfaction

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Documentation as an emotional experience
"Documentation as an emotional experience”:
•Isn't that a bit weird?
•OK, perhaps I’m saying it with tongue in cheek.
•But guess what... reading some documentation already is an emotional
experience!
Emotions to aim for:
•Laughter
•Pleasure
•Satisfaction
•Fulfilment and even reward – “Yay, I did something right.”
Background information:
Other technical writers are experimenting with and talking about games
and fun in documentation too.
•Lisa Dyer
•Ellis Pratt

•Bill Kerschbaum
REFERENCES:
•Lisa Dyer’s blog post about “Business intelligence, intelligent content and
devices, games, and noise”: http://development.lombardi.com/?p=1191
•My blog post about the Dragon Slayer documentation:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2009/10/10/i-got-dragons-and-tweets-inmy-docs/
•Bill Kerschbaum’s blog post about humour in documentation:
http://wordindeed.wordpress.com/2010/02/25/did-you-hear-the-oneabout-the-user-guide-with-a-sense-of-humor/
•Ellis Pratt’s blog post on the Cherryleaf blog. “Turning technical
documentation into an emotional experience (for the customer)”:
http://www.cherryleaf.com/blog/2010/02/turning-technicaldocumentation-into-an-emotional-experience-for-the-customer/
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"Documentation as an emotional experience”
Weird?

But wait...

I felt the earth move
when I read your docs, mate
OK. Let’s go for laughter,
pleasure, satisfaction

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Tools
 Comments and feedback
 Linking to readers‟ blogs
 Open editing of documentation
 Tweeting release notes and tips

 Doc sprint
 Games – Dragon Slayer
Wiki
Wufoo
Twitter
Flickr
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Tools
(Spend some time when speaking about this slide.)
I’m going to show you some things we’ve done with social media in and
around our documentation.
We're think we're pretty cutting-edge.
We have an awesome team of technical writers who are willing to try
anything.
I’ll show you some actual examples and give you the tools you can take
away and use.
We’ll start with low-level engagement:
•Comments on documentation pages.
•Feedback via Wufoo forms.
•“Tips of the Trade” pages that link to blog posts and articles written by
readers, customers and community developers.
Then greater involvement:
•Open editing of documentation pages.

Integration of external social tools in and around the documentation:
•Tweeting the release notes
•Tips submitted to Twitter by all and displayed in the documentation.
•Photographs via Flickr.
An organised event to get people together in the real world:
•Doc sprint
An example of a game wrapped around the documentation:
•Dragon Slayer
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Comments

Some readers‟
comments are simple
– typos and such

“Hoi Sarah
No worries
always happy to
contribute.”
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Comments
We're acknowledging that tech writers are not perfect. They make
mistakes.
People find them.
We fix them
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Comments
Some comments are full
of hard-won and relevant
information, which can
be copied into the
documentation

“Hi Stefan
Thank you for this
information. We have
included it in the page…
Cheers - Sarah”
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Comments
Awesome, because it engages the person who made the comment, and
also gives our readers extra information.
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Comments

Yep, I see where you’re
going with the “emotional
experience” thing.

“We’re very
disappointed...
We thought the
love was mutual!”

“We’re starting
to feel the LOVE
guys!”
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox

Speaker’s notes: Comments
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Comments
Off topic but
totally engaged

“That’s a pity, they
look kinda cool.”
“me too!
BTW – I have the
“because you’ve
got issues” one,
the fabric is
superb…hahaha”
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox

Speaker’s notes: Comments
Off topic but totally engaged.
Laughter is a good emotion to have in the documentation.
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Asking for feedback via Wufoo

Don’t forget to ask:
“How was it for you?”

{widget:url=http://atlassian.wufoo.com/forms/let-usknow-what-you-think-of-the-new-sdk/|height=800px}

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: One way of asking for feedback - Wufoo
Wufoo is an online web service that allows you to create an HTML form
and collect information from people over the Internet.
You can also embed a Wufoo form into your own web page.
Confluence has the Widget macro, which you can use to embed a Wufoo
form into a wiki page.
The screenshot shows such a form, which we use to collect feedback
about the new Atlassian Plugin SDK.
Format of the macro:
{widget:url=http://atlassian.wufoo.com/forms/let-us-know-what-youthink-of-the-new-sdk/|height=800px}
REFERENCES:
•Wufoo Online Form Builder web site: http://wufoo.com/
•Confluence documentation on using the Widget macro:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Widget+Macro

•An example of a Wufoo form built into a documentation page – see the
documentation on the plugin development kit:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DEVNET/How+to+Build+an+Atlas
sian+Plugin
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Linking to readers’ blogs
Research

Disclaimer
Summary and link
Let the blogger know

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Links to readers’ blogs
Our “Tips of the Trade” pages contain links to bloggers’ “how to” articles.
Research before adding the link:
•Must be a “how to” article containing good information well presented.
•Must be correct.
•Must be useful – an edge case but not too much of an edge case.
Communication:
•Warn readers that the links point to external blogs.
•Let the bloggers know what the requirements are.
•Inform people via blogs that we’re doing this.
•People can suggest their blog posts by dropping comments on the page.
•People can even add their own links --- see ACLA coming up next.
This is awesome, because it engages and rewards the bloggers and it also
gives our readers information that we could not otherwise provide.
Engaging the bloggers:

•Add a comment to their blog post, letting them know we’ve linked to
them.
This is a useful addition to the documentation
•Plugs a gap we could not fill. Often, technical documentation is forced to
ignore the small, specific use cases. We can't cover them all, and
maintaining them would become a nightmare. But if other people have
documented them for us, we can point our readers to the external
information, with suitable warnings that it may not be current
•Requires little maintenance.
•Engages the readers and the bloggers.
•Expands our own knowledge.
REFERENCES:
•The “Tips of the Trade” page in the Crowd documentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/CROWD/Tips+of+the+Trade
•The “Tips of the Trade” page in the Confluence documentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Tips+of+the+Trade
•The “Tips of the Trade” page in the JIRA documentation :
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/JIRA/Tips+of+the+Trade
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Open editing of wiki pages
 Is it safe?


Industry and environment



Authors

You can all sleep sound tonight
We’re not crazy or anything

 Monitoring by technical writers


RSS feeds



Wiki watches

The Atlassian technical writers
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Open editing of wiki pages

Make a living, breathing, interactive set of documentation, guided by a
group of people (the tech writers).
Is it safe to allow readers to update the documentation itself?
Answer: It depends on the documentation.
I’m in:
•The software development industry.
•An agile environment.
•An “open” company.
Our authors include:
•Technical writers.
•Employees: developers, support, marketing and sales.
•Community developers.
•The general public (in theory, anyway).
The technical writers monitor and fix the updates:
•RSS feeds
•“Watching” the pages
REFERENCES:
•“The 90-9-1 Rule in Reality”: http://lithosphere.lithium.com/t5/Building-Community-the-Platform/The-90-9-1Rule-in-Reality/ba-p/5463
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Wiki permissions and ACLA
 Comments – anyone
 Developer documentation – any logged-in user
 Product documentation


All Atlassians can update



Others sign a license agreement

 Atlassian Contributor License Agreement (ACLA)


Based on Apache Contributor License Agreement



Adapted for documentation



Guards the rights of all

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Wiki permissions and ACLA
We use wiki permissions to control who can edit the various types of
documentation.
Comments:
•Anyone can comment, including anonymous users (that is, people who
have not logged in to the wiki).
Developer documentation:
•Anyone can edit, provided they have signed up for a wiki username.
•Anyone can sign up for a wiki username.
Product documentation:
•To edit the pages, we ask people to sign the ACLA – based on the
Apache Contributor License Agreement.
REFERENCES:

•Apache Contributor License Agreement:
http://www.apache.org/licenses/icla.txt
•Atlassian Contributor License Agreement:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/ALLDOC/Atlassian+Contributor+L
icense+Agreement
•“The 90-9-1 Rule in Reality”: http://lithosphere.lithium.com/t5/BuildingCommunity-the-Platform/The-90-9-1-Rule-in-Reality/ba-p/5463
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Creative Commons
 CC-by license on all pages
 Use our docs in any way you like
 Acknowledge us as the source
 Contributors know where they stand too

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Creative Commons
Creative Commons license on all pages:
•Anyone can use our documentation, provided they acknowledge us as
the source.
•Anyone who contributes to our documentation knows that their
contribution falls under the same licence.
A number of companies write their own internal procedures, based on our
documentation.
REFERENCES:
•Creative Commons licence:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/au/
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Tweeting your release notes

Ooo-er, did I
tweet that?

Bite-sized chunks
Interactive

Shareable
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Twitter as medium for release notes
Each tweet:
•Reflects a major point in the release notes.
•Links to the "real" release notes.
•Contains a hash tag to tie the tweets together.
Why use a #-tag?
•It provides a way for readers at any time to see a collection of such
related tweets.
•A collection of release highlights is… the release notes. Ta da ♪ ♫
Also in the above slide:
•People have re-tweeted our tweet.
•Other people have added extra tweets using our has tag – one in Dutch!
Small chunks of information are:
* Easy to digest.
* Shareable.
* Interactive and conversational.

* Useful for drawing people to the documentation.
Is there a chance people will add unfavourable information to your
stream?
Oh yes! But that’s all part of it.
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Tips via Twitter
#ConfluenceTips

Live Twitter stream
embedded into
the page

Show me
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Tips via Twitter
New project.
•We like Twitter for engaging with our readers.
•We plan to encourage readers to submit tips via Twitter.
•The #-tag is the key. For Confluence, it will be #ConfluenceTips
•We have embedded the Twitter stream into a documentation page.
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Doc sprint
Shut „em up in a room together
Don‟t let „em out until the documents are written

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Doc Sprint
A very good way of engaging people in the documentation is to get them
together in the flesh, in real life, to write documentation.
So we held a “doc sprint”.
What is a doc sprint?
•A short period of time when a group of people collaborate to write a
specific set of documents.
•An opportunity to develop some good tutorials (or whatever) quickly.
Our doc sprint focused on plugin and gadget tutorials.
We put 20+ developers in a room with computers for 3 days.
We didn’t know whether to expect some classy tutorials or … the complete
works of Shakespeare.
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Doc sprinters

Given a focus, people
do awesome stuff

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Doc sprinters
Give people a focus, an opportunity and something to be excited about,
and they climb in and do awesome stuff.
Our doc sprint had both internal and external people taking part:
•19 Atlassians and 4 community developers
•2 flew in to Sydney from San Francisco
•17 in Sydney, 2 in San Francisco and 4 remote
Background information:
Why do people take part in doc sprints?
•I read a study on why people are willing to contribute their time to
community documentation projects: Why do people write free
documentation? Ours is not exactly free documentation, but I think the
same sort of motivations apply.
•People enjoy learning cool stuff from the other experts on the sprint.

•External developers enjoy the contact with your company, and
employees enjoy and learn from the external developers who are using
your tools.
•People like helping other people.
•People get a sense of satisfaction from fixing documentation that is out
of date.
•People feel good about developing a new tutorial that is as near perfect
as possible.
•Personal email invitations were very powerful. One of our external
attendees mentioned this specifically, during our retrospective session.
Who did we invite?
•Developers from within the company.
•Community developers, via targeted invitations.
•Anyone who wanted to join us, via a couple of blog posts.
How many people took part?
•4 community developers. (I had sent 8 targeted invitations.)
•19 developers and technical writers from within the company.
Notes:
•Two of the above community developers took part a week after the
actual sprint.
•A few other people responded, but had to pull out at the last minute due
to work commitments.
•One person joined the webinars and watched the wiki space, but did not
write any documents.
Where were the sprinters located?
•2 in San Francisco office.
•4 remote.
•17 in Sydney office.
REFERENCES:
•A study titled “Why do people write free documentation?” on O’Reilly
ONLamp.com: http://onlamp.com/pub/a/onlamp/2007/06/14/why-dopeople-write-free-documentation-results-of-asurvey.html?page=2#most_popular
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Doc sprint results

The biggest sign of victory
is how many pages
I managed to delete!

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Doc sprint results
The results:
•We produced 19 awesome tutorials on how to develop gadgets and
plugins.
•A few developers decided to spend the first day of the sprint looking over
the existing reference documents and doing a mass update, before
starting the tutorials.
•Some even decided that this was the most valuable exercise for the
entire sprint.
•One person was heard to exclaim, “The biggest sign of victory is how
many pages I managed to delete.”
Background information:
What did we do?
•Shut ourselves up in a room, told everyone else to keep away because
this was documentation quality time, and wrote like maniacs.
•Ate chocolate,
•Composed haikus when our brains needed a break,

•Bombarded Google Talk with inanities.
•Held “remote standups” via webinars.
Feedback:
•Overwhelmingly positive feedback from the participants. (We were
expecting some negative feeling about doing documentation, especially
from the developers, but that didn’t happen at all.)
•Positive feedback from the company.
•We’ll do it again.
REFERENCES:
•The tutorials in the “Doc Sprint” space on the wiki:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT/Doc+Sprint+Tutorial
s
•My blog about on ffeathers about the results of the doc sprint:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/we-held-a-doc-sprint-and-itwas-awesome/
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Doc sprint wiki
 Planning

The wiki was
awesome

 Templates
 Tutorials themselves
 Retrospective
 Fun stuff
 Hall of fame

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Doc sprint wiki
A wiki or other social/collaborative platform is very useful.
How we used the wiki:
•Planning – the wish list, schedule, signup and all necessary information.
•Templates.
•The tutorials themselves – we wrote them in the DOCSPRINT space then moved them
to the official documentation after review.
•Retrospective – we published the interim and final results of the retrospective on the
wiki.
•Fun stuff – crossword puzzles, haiku, chocolate blind taste test.
•Our hall of fame, containing photographs of the sprint and the people – these help to
engage both the people who were there and the people who may be there next time.
REFERENCES:
•We used a Confluence wiki. Here’s the Doc Sprint wiki:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT
•Our “Hall of Fame” with pictures of the sprinters:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT/Doc+Sprint+Hall+of+Fame
•Photo stream on Flickr:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/31065906@N08/sets/72157623503923898/

•The retrospective on the wiki:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT/Retrospective+Discussion+and+Su
mmary
•Fun stuff:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT/Food%2C+Fun+and+Other+Logisti
cs
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Flickr

{widget:url=http://www.flickr.com/photos/31
065906@N08/sets/72157623503923898/}

Show me
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Flickr
Link to the doc sprint hall of fame.
Play the Flickr slide show.
Photographs are really great:
•For the people who attended the event, photos bring back fond
memories.
•For people who didn’t make it this time, the photos show how much fun
it was. People can see the sprinters who took part, realise that the doc
sprint is not scary, and be encouraged to sign up next time.
Background information:
Many people like to see their photos, or at least other people’s photos, on
a community page.
We recently held a “doc sprint”, when we assembled a group of people for
3 days to write tutorials.
Our doc sprint “hall of fame” shows a photograph of each sprinter, as well
as a slide show of photographs drawn from Flickr.

Flickr is an online service where you can upload photographs, videos and
other images and share them with other people.
The Flickr API also opens up many opportunities for “mashups”, such as
embedding Flickr images into other web pages.
In Confluence, you can use the Widget macro to embed a Flickr image, or
a set of images, onto a wiki page.
If you embed a set of images, it shows as a slide show.
Format of the Widget macro:
{widget:url=http://www.flickr.com/photos/31065906@N08/sets/7215762
3503923898/}
REFERENCES:
•Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/
•A page showing an embedded Flickr photo set – the doc sprint “Hall of
Fame”:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT/Doc+Sprint+Hall+of
+Fame
•Confluence documentation on using the Widget macro:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Widget+Macro
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Dragon Slayer – the problem
 Cool integrated development suite but


Complex installation and configuration



Emerging technologies (OpenSocial)

 Dragon Slayer docs to the rescue


Lead you through the setup



Demo the cool integration possibilities



Document the steps and the pain



Track the improvements



Turn pain to fun

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: The Dragon Slayer – the problem
We provide a number of products that can work together to provide a
useful, pleasing development environment: bug tracker, agile project
management tool, wiki, gadgets, source repository navigator and
continuous integration tool, all tied together by a unified user
management and single sign-on tool.
But installation and configuration are complex:
•The applications were not originally designed to work together.
•The applications were developed at different times by different teams,
some not even Atlassian.
•The points of integration are varied, some quite deeply embedded in the
product and others simply a gadget.
•We use newly emerging technologies, such as OpenSocial gadgets, which
change as we develop on top of them.
So the Dragon Slayer documents have a four-fold purpose:
•Lead you through the installation and configuration of a unified suite.

•Demonstrate the cool integration possibilities, by showing an example of
each type.
•Highlight to us the steps required and the pain points that we should
address first.
•Allow us to track the improvements in the procedure itself.
•Convert the pain to fun.
Documentation is a good way of fixing a painful procedure in the short
term.
Because this procedure is so painful, we decided to turn it into a game
and make it fun.
We need to make things easier:
•Yes! This is something we acknowledge and are working on.
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Dragon Slayer – the game

 8 stages, each with many steps
 Rewards:


Charlie‟s clothing and armour



Fun and camaraderie with Atlassian and other dragon slayers



Getting the complex task done



Sense of achievement



T-shirt, fun

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Dragon Slayer – the game
The game:
•8 stages
•Charlie starts out with very little clothing or other accoutrements.
Actually, he’s naked, and has just a staff.
•“Charlie” is the nickname for the dude in the Atlassian logo.
•As the reader works their way through the steps, Charlie acquires a
piece of armour or a bigger weapon.
The rewards:
•Charlie acquires clothing and armour.
•The person feels part of a community of “dragon slayers”.
•Camaraderie and contact with Atlassian.
•The person gets a difficult task done by following step-by-step, top-down
instructions.
•Sense of achievement, conquering the dragon and telling everyone else
how much you’ve managed to do too.
•Fun.
•T-shirt.
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Dragon Slayer pages

Fun stuff is at
top and bottom
of page

Good solid, well-tested
“how to” instructions
in between

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox

Speaker’s notes: The Dragon Slayer pages
Format:
•Fun stuff is at top and bottom of page.
•In between is solid, well-tested “how to” information.
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Dragon Slayer interactivity

[tweet your status|
http://twitter.com/home?status=My status goes here]

Link to
dragon slayers‟ forum
Live Twitter stream
on the page
{widget:url=http://search.twitter.
com/search?q=AtlassianDragons}

Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Dragon Slayer interactivity
Interactivity:
•Tweet directly from the wiki page.
•Real-time display of tweets on the page.
•Link to Twitter for people who want to follow it via the Twitter web
interface.
•Link to forum, where people can meet other dragon slayers and help
each other. The Atlassian support team also monitors the forum and helps
with problems.
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Dragon Slayer Twitter stream
People love a game

Show me
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Dragon Slayer Twitter stream
People love a game.
The suggested tweets are funny, in context and a call to arms.
Other people join in – more hijacking of the twitter hash tag.
When I got into the office on the first day after publishing the Dragon
Slayer documentation, I saw the Twitter stream and thought,
“Wow, people are actually doing it. They’re doing the dragon quest and
tweeting all over the show!”
It was an awesome feeling!
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Dragon Slayer T-shirts

How often is documentation
cool enough for a T-shirt?
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Dragon Slayer T-shirts
Everyone loves a T-shirt.
This is a picture of the Atlassian technical writers, all wearing the Dragon
Slayer T-Shirt.
Anti-clockwise from the front left: Ed, Giles, Andrew, Rosie, Sarah.
How often is documentation cool enough to warrant a T-shirt?
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Which emotion would you rather have?

Or…

We’ve got both 
Felt the earth move when I read your docs – by Sarah Maddox
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Speaker’s notes: Which emotion would you rather have?
Frustration or exhilaration?
We have both. We’re constantly working to move from the one to the other.
Background information: What we’ve learned
People are social beings. Both our staff and the customers benefit from communicating
directly with each other.
When I got into the office on the first day after publishing the Dragon Slayer
documentation, I saw the Twitter stream and thought,
“Wow, people are actually doing it. They’re doing the dragon quest and tweeting all over
the show!”
It was an awesome feeling!
People like to help other people. It makes everyone feel good.
People like it when we acknowledge their research and skill.
Contributions to the documentation fill a gap that we can’t fill. Often, technical
documentation is forced to ignore the small, specific use cases. We can't cover them all,
and maintaining them would become a nightmare. But if other people have documented

them for us, we can point our readers to the external information, with suitable warnings
that it may not be current.
The benefits outweigh the maintenance effort.
We learn a lot, both about how people use our products and about the products
themselves.
REFERENCES:
•“The 90-9-1 Rule in Reality”: http://lithosphere.lithium.com/t5/Building-Communitythe-Platform/The-90-9-1-Rule-in-Reality/ba-p/5463
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Contacting me
 Email: sarah@atlassian.com
 Twitter: @sarahmaddox


http://twitter.com/sarahmaddox

 LinkedIn: http://au.linkedin.com/in/sarahmaddox
 Blog: http://ffeathers.wordpress.com
 Other blog: http://travellingworm.wordpress.com/
Let me know if you’ve
done something similar.
Or totally different.
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References 1
 Social media


“How to nurture an online community” by Rusty Williams on iMedia
Connection: http://www.imediaconnection.com/content/17758.imc



“How Intuit Makes a Social Network Pay” by Reena Jana on
BusinessWeek:
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/09_28/b413906636
5300.htm



“Social Business (also known as Enterprise 2.0)” by Peg Mulligan:
http://pegmulligan.com/2010/02/09/social-business-also-known-asenterprise-2-0/



Matthew Ellison consulting: http://www.ellisonconsulting.com/



My blog post about Matthew Ellison‟s talk at AODC 2009:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2009/05/20/aodc-day-1-feedbackand-collaboration-in-help/
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References 2
 Social media (more)


Blog by Gordon McLean about the ISTC‟s special supplement on
social media: http://www.onemanwrites.co.uk/2010/03/21/role-ofsocial-media/



Blog by David Farbey about the ISTC‟s special supplement on social
media : http://www.farbey.co.uk/index.php/2010/03/social-media-intechnical-communication/



“The 90-9-1 Rule in Reality” by Mike Wu on Lithosphere blog:
http://lithosphere.lithium.com/t5/Building-Community-thePlatform/The-90-9-1-Rule-in-Reality/ba-p/5463
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References 3
 Tips of the Trade


The “Tips of the Trade” page in the Crowd documentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/CROWD/Tips+of+the+Trade



The “Tips of the Trade” page in the Confluence documentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Tips+of+the+Trade

 Open editing of wiki pages


Creative Commons licence:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/au/



Atlassian Contributor License Agreement:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/ALLDOC/Atlassian+Contribut
or+License+Agreement



Apache Contributor License Agreement:
http://www.apache.org/licenses/icla.txt
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References 4
 Twitter


My blog post on ffeathers, including an introduction to Twitter and
many useful comments from readers:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2009/06/08/twitter-as-a-medium-forrelease-notes/



Anne Gentle‟s article on twitip: http://www.twitip.com/focus-on-twitterfor-technical-documentation/



Anne Gentle‟s book, Conversation and Community: The Social Web
for Documentation: http://xmlpress.net/publications/conversationcommunity/



Our “Tips via Twitter” page for the Confluence documentation.
DRAFT at time of writing this presentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Tips+via+Twitter
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References 5
 Twitter (more)


Twitter‟s note about the limitations of the search:
http://apiwiki.twitter.com/Things-Every-Developer-ShouldKnow#6Therearepaginationlimits



10 Ways to Archive your Tweets, by Sarah Perez on ReadWriteWeb:
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/10_ways_to_archive_your_tw
eets.php



A site that will URL-encode your text for you:
http://www.albionresearch.com/misc/urlencode.php



Twitter: http://twitter.com/
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References 6
 Doc sprint


A study titled “Why do people write free documentation?” on O‟Reilly
ONLamp.com: http://onlamp.com/pub/a/onlamp/2007/06/14/why-dopeople-write-free-documentation-results-of-asurvey.html?page=2#most_popular



My post on ffeathers about the results of the doc sprint:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/we-held-a-doc-sprint-andit-was-awesome/



My post on planning a doc sprint:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2010/03/13/planning-a-doc-sprint/



We used a Confluence wiki. Here‟s the Doc Sprint wiki:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT
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References 7
 Doc sprint (more)


Google Groups: http://groups.google.com/



Our online chat room was Tea Party: http://tea-party.appspot.com/



Google Talk: http://www.google.com/talk/



Webinars hosted by GoToMeeting: http://www.gotomeeting.com/fec/



Anne Gentle‟s book, Conversation and Community: The Social Web
for Documentation: http://xmlpress.net/publications/conversationcommunity/



Book Sprint Central: http://www.booksprint.info/



The book about book sprints on FLOSS Manuals:
http://en.flossmanuals.net/booksprints
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References 8
 Doc sprint (more)


Google‟s report of the Ogg Theora Book Sprint:
http://google-opensource.blogspot.com/2009/09/ogg-theora-booksprint.html



Andy Oram on the Challenges from a book sprint: the great things
about ignorance and disorder:
http://broadcast.oreilly.com/2009/03/challenges-from-a-booksprint.html



squeakland‟s report of their first book sprint, to write an the Etoys
Reference Manual:
http://squeakland.immuexa.com/news/blog/archive/000903.jsp



Julie Stickler blogging on HeraTech about Agile Doc Reviews – The
Documentation Sprint:
http://heratech.wordpress.com/2009/12/04/agile-doc-reviews-thedocumentation-sprint/
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References 9
 Documentation as an emotional experience


The Dragon Slayer documentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/ATLAS/Here+Be+Dragons



Lisa Dyer‟s blog post about “Business intelligence, intelligent content
and devices, games, and noise”:
http://development.lombardi.com/?p=1191



My blog post about the Dragon Slayer documentation:
http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2009/10/10/i-got-dragons-and-tweetsin-my-docs/



Bill Kerschbaum‟s blog post about humour in documentation:
http://wordindeed.wordpress.com/2010/02/25/did-you-hear-the-oneabout-the-user-guide-with-a-sense-of-humor/
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References 10
 Documentation as an emotional experience


Ellis Pratt‟s blog post on the Cherryleaf blog. “Turning technical
documentation into an emotional experience (for the customer)”:
http://www.cherryleaf.com/blog/2010/02/turning-technicaldocumentation-into-an-emotional-experience-for-the-customer/

 Asking for feedback via a Wufoo form and Widget
macro


Wufoo Online Form Builder web site: http://wufoo.com/



Confluence documentation on using the Widget macro:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Widget+Macro



An example of a Wufoo form built into a documentation page – see
the documentation on the plugin development kit:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DEVNET/How+to+Build+an+
Atlassian+Plugin
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References 11
 Embedding Flickr images into a documentation page


Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/



A page showing an embedded Flickr photo set – the doc sprint “Hall
of Fame”:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOCSPRINT/Doc+Sprint+Hal
l+of+Fame



Confluence documentation on using the Widget macro:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/DOC/Widget+Macro
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References 11
 Doing technical documentation on a wiki


Confluence evaluators‟ resources on documentation:
http://confluence.atlassian.com/display/CONFDEVAL/Documentation



My blog post on ffeathers about doing technical documentation on a
wiki: http://ffeathers.wordpress.com/2009/11/21/article-aboutconfluence-wiki-for-technical-documentation/

The end
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